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ABSTRACT

We have developed GFam, a platform for automatic
annotation of gene/protein families. GFam provides a
framework for genome initiatives and model organism
resources to build domain-based families, derive
meaningful functional labels and offers a seamless
approach to propagate functional annotation across
periodic genome updates. GFam is a hybrid approach
that uses a greedy algorithm to chain component
domains from InterPro annotation provided by its 12
member resources followed by a sequence-based
connected component analysis of un-annotated
sequence regions to derive consensus domain archi-
tecture for each sequence and subsequently generate
families based on common architectures. Our
integrated approach increases sequence coverage
by 7.2 percentage points and residue coverage by
14.6 percentage points higher than the coverage
relative to the best single-constituent database
within InterPro for the proteome of Arabidopsis. The
true power of GFam lies in maximizing annotation
provided by the different InterPro data sources that
offer resource-specific coverage for different regions
of a sequence. GFam’s capability to capture higher
sequence and residue coverage can be useful for
genome annotation, comparative genomics and func-
tional studies. GFam is a general-purpose software
and can be used for any collection of protein
sequences. The software is open source and can be
obtained from http://www.paccanarolab.org/
software/gfam/.

INTRODUCTION

An important post-sequencing aim for a new genome
project or model organism database is to use computational
methods to annotate protein function (1,2,3). Comparisons
of protein-coding sequences from complete genomes
revealed that gene duplication, divergence and rearrange-
ment are predominant mechanisms that drive the expansion
of a species’ protein complement during evolution (4–7).
This means that proteins can be grouped into families,
where members are likely to perform similar functions.
While providing important clues on the molecular and
cellular role of a protein, elucidating gene families in a
genome is also crucial for understanding the evolutionary
forces that shape genomes and drive speciation (8–10).
Currently, there are two broad approaches to group indi-
vidual proteins into families. (i) Domain-based approaches:
resources such as Pfam (11), SUPERFAMILY (12),
SMART (13), Gene3D (14) and HMMTIGR (15)
consider domains as a structural and/or functional unit of
evolution of a protein. Typically, these resources use a col-
lection of hidden Markov models (HMMs) where each
HMM represents a domain family that are used for
annotating sequences without experimentally determined
function(s). The domains described by these resources can
comprise the entire protein or a portion of the sequence;
however, in multi-cellular eukaryotes, most often, a protein
is most frequently composed of more than one domain (16).
It is important to note that Pfam comprises Pfam-A, which
are curated families, and Pfam-B, which are automated
families built from homologous sequence clusters. At this
time, InterPro (17) integrates only Pfam-A families. For the
rest of the article, we refer to domains derived from Pfam-A
assignments as Pfam. InterPro (17) is a widely used
meta-resource that provides such domain annotation and
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integrates protein signatures, repeats, families and patterns
from 12 different resources—these include GENE3D (14),
HAMAP (18), PANTHER (19), PIRSF (20), PRINTS
(21), PROSITE patterns (22), PROSITE profiles (22),
Pfam (11), ProDom (23), SMART (13),
SUPERFAMILY (12) and TIGRFAMs (15). InterPro in-
tegrates different overlapping signatures that match the
same set of proteins in the same region on the sequence,
by placing them into a single entry. This grouping of
equivalent signatures from different sources together
provides a consistent way of looking at protein signatures.
Although InterPro annotation can provide useful informa-
tion about component domains and their functions, it falls
short of providing consensus domain architecture for a
protein sequence given a linear list of domain assignments
from all these 12 resources. In other words, InterPro
provides redundant information on component domain an-
notation for proteins. The inherent power of InterPro as a
resource is that member databases have individual
strengths and offer specific advantages in sequence annota-
tion. This means that there will be sequence regions that are
uniquely covered by specific resources. To our knowledge,
there is no external database or stand-alone software that
provides consensus domain architectures given InterPro an-
notation. In addition, there can also be gaps in sequence
coverage outside InterPro domain coverage where proteins
can have large regions without any annotation. Although
this is necessarily not an area of immediate focus for
InterPro or its component databases, we believe this need
can be addressed if one wants consensus domain architec-
ture. (ii) Sequence clustering approaches: several methods
have been proposed to group sequences into protein
families, which are based on clustering a graph in which
nodes are the proteins and links between them are weighted
with a measure related to the sequence similarity between
the proteins. Clustering methods such as ProDom (23),
ProClust (24), SYSTERS (25), TribeMCL (26), SCPS (27,
28), FORCE (29) and CluSTr (30) group proteins into
families based on a set threshold of a sequence similarity
measure [for instance, BLAST (31,32) E value or percent
identity]; two protein sequences are considered potentially
homologous if their similarity is above the chosen thresh-
old. Although clustering-based methods consider whole se-
quences to generate families, they are not as sensitive as
HMM-based methods in identifying distant evolutionary
relationships. The choice of distance metric used in the
clustering is a major limiting factor for detecting remote
homologous relationships among proteins. Further, the
multi-domain nature of proteins compounded by fold
irregularities (33) such as domain insertion (34,35),
circular permutation (36) and other non-contiguous
sequence arrangement can complicate accurate family as-
signment. It is important to realize that these two
approaches are complementary and offer specific advan-
tages that be combined algorithmically to improve
sequence annotation (11,37). The two approaches are com-
plementary in the following respects. Although existing
Pfam-A HMM models can be used to identify remote
homologues, most of the new families added to the Pfam
database during each release basically come from one of
three sources: (i) a family seeded by a structure deposited in

the Protein Data Bank—wwPDB that was not covered by
the previous Pfam release. (ii) Pfam-B families that were
used as a starting point for building Pfam-A, focusing par-
ticularly on Pfam-B clusters without a corresponding
annotated family in InterPro. Pfam-B families are automat-
ically derived and built from homologous sequence clusters
using the Automatic Domain Decomposition Algorithm
(ADDA) algorithm (37). (iii) In addition to these two
sources, many curated Pfam-A families have been contri-
buted by suggestions from the community. Several novel
domains that subsequently became part of Pfam have been
identified using homologous sequence searching and
sequence analysis procedures that involve a clustering step
to identify and describe novel protein families (38). For
instance, the Pfam-A domain NYN (PF01936) was first
identified and described by Anantharaman and Aravind
(39) in 2006. Clustering approaches are adopted to
provide an initial set of homologous sequences; however,
to identify more distant homologues, these close homo-
logues typically serve as seed sequences can then be used
to build a HMMmodel that are then used to collect remote
homologous sequences. Thus, the resolution at which these
approaches operate are different and offer complementary
advantages that can be combined to improve sequence
annotation.

We have developed a hybrid method that combines the
power of these two approaches to group proteins and
provides a unified way to look at protein families.
Specifically, we have developed GFam, a meta-tool that
chains protein domain annotation provided by InterPro
in a non-redundant manner with the power of sequence
clustering methods to identify novel domains. GFam then
uses this information to build consensus domain architec-
ture for each sequence and subsequently classifies families
based on common domain architecture. By consensus
domain architecture, we refer to a unified domain arrange-
ment derived from the different data sources in a way that
avoids representing the same real domain with domain
assignments from two or more data sources at the same
time. When more than one data source classifies a
fragment of the sequence as belonging to a specific
domain, GFam resolves such overlaps and select one
data source to be included in the consensus.

Although building families is important, it is equally
desirable to describe a family’s function through a mean-
ingful label and a system for database resources to propa-
gate such annotation across genome releases. These labels
contain information on the function of a protein in a
highly condensed form; furthermore, in the absence of
more specific protein names, these labels are frequently
used in the definition line of a sequence file, providing a
convenient way to quickly analyse and group gene sets
resulting from large-scale transcriptomics, proteomics or
metabolomics experiments, as well as serve as a source of
function data for annotation of new genomes. In the
following sections, we describe in detail, the implementa-
tion of GFam to derive family assignment for the
proteome of Arabidopsis, the coverage we obtain from
GFam assignment, the functional labels we curated for
these families and a workflow to transfer such annotation
seamlessly across genome updates.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Implementation of GFam: steps of the GFam pipeline

The GFam pipeline consists of multiple steps. In this
section, we will describe the input files on which the
GFam pipeline operates, the order in which the steps
are executed and the output files produced. First, a
short overview of the whole process will be given,
followed by a more detailed description of each step.

Figure 1 provides a schematic of the various steps of
the GFam pipeline.

Overview of a GFam analysis
GFam infers annotations for sequences by first finding
consensus domain architecture for each sequence. The cal-
culation of the consensus domain architecture is complex
as GFam has to account not only for the known domain
assignments by integrating the various InterPro resources

Figure 1. Schematic of the various steps in the GFam pipeline.
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but also for the possible existence of novel, previously
uncharacterized domains. The whole pipeline can be
broken down into seven steps as follows:

(1) Extract valid protein identifiers from the sequence
file.

(2) Determine preliminary domain architecture for each
sequence by considering known domains from the
domain assignment file. The domain assignment file
is a raw output of an InterProScan (40) run on the
sequences of interest. InterProScan is a tool that
combines the protein function recognition methods
of InterPro member databases into one application.

(3) Find unassigned regions of each sequence; i.e. the
regions that are not assigned to any domain in the
preliminary domain architecture.

(4) Run an all-against-all BLAST comparison of the un-
assigned sequence fragments and filter BLAST
results to determine which fragments may correspond
to the same novel domain. Such filtering is based
primarily on E value and alignment length. At this
point, we obtain a graph where each fragment is a
node, and two fragments are connected if they
passed the BLAST filter.

(5) Calculate a similarity score for every pair of valid
fragment connected by an edge and remove those
connections with a low similarity.

(6) Find connected components of the remaining graph.
Each connected component will correspond to a
putative novel domain.

(7) Calculate consensus domain architecture by merging
the preliminary domain architecture with the newly
detected novel domains.

These steps and the required input files will be described
more in detail in the next few subsections.

Step 1—extracting valid protein identifiers. In this step, the
input sequence file is read, and the protein identifiers are
extracted from the definition line of FASTA-formatted
sequences. The protein identifier is assumed to be the
first word of the definition line. If the definition lines in
the original FASTA file follow some other format, one can
supply a regular expression in the configuration file that
can be used to extract the actual Identifier (ID) from the
definition line.

Step 2—preliminary domain architecture. This step
processes the output file with domain assignments from
the raw output of an InterProScan run and determines
preliminary domain architecture for each sequence. This
step will include only domains from the InterProScan
output. Domain architectures for each sequence are
determined in isolation, so the domain architecture of
one sequence has no effect on another.
For each sequence, we first collect the set of domain

assignments from the domain assignment file. Each assign-
ment has a data source (e.g. HMMPfam, SUPERFAMILY
and HMMSmart), a domain ID according to the schema of
the source, the starting and ending indices of the domain in
the amino acid chain, an InterPro ID to which the domain
ID is mapped and an E value. First, the list is filtered based

onE values, where onemight apply differentE value thresh-
olds for different data sources. This leads to a list of trusted
domain assignments that are unlikely to be artefacts. After
that, GFam performs multiple passes on the list of trusted
domain assignments, starting with a subset focused onmore
informative data sources. Less informative data sources are
used in the later stages, and it is possible that some data
sources are not considered at all. Data sources are classified
as ‘more informative’ and ‘less informative’ based on expert
input; for instance, to obtain final GFam assignment for
Arabidopsis, we ignored assignments from Seg, Coil,
HAMAP, FPrintscan and PatternScan as they are not
informative for various reasons. We explain these reasons
in the next section. Because such a classification of ‘more
informative’ and ‘less informative’ data sources can be dif-
ferent for different types of applications, users have the
option to take a look at all possible data sources and
decide which ones should be used at which stages of the
algorithm.

During the first pass, one single data source that gives
the highest coverage for the sequence on its own is selected.
This data source will be referred to as the primary data
source, and the domains of the primary data source will
be called the primary assignment. After the first pass, the
primary assignment will be extended by domains from
other data sources in a greedy manner using the following
rules. These rules were derived to provide an optimum
solution by taking into account several factors, most im-
portantly coverage and uniform annotation.

(1) Larger domains from other data sources will be con-
sidered first. (In other words, the remaining assign-
ments not included already in the primary
assignment are sorted by length in descending order.)

(2) Domains are considered one at a time for addition to
the primary assignment.

(3) If a domain is the exact duplicate of some other
domain already added (in the sense that it starts
and ends at the same amino acid index), the
domain is excluded from further consideration.

(4) If a domain to be added overlaps with an already
added domain from another data source, the domain
is excluded from further consideration. Herein, a
domain from another data source may refer either
to a domain that was already selected from the
primary data source or a domain that was selected
during the secondary (extension) phase. In one stage
of the extension phase, we process domains in
decreasing length from all ‘enabled’ data sources,
and it may happen that a domain that was selected
in the extension phase already occupies a place where
GFam tries to add a shorter domain from another
data source. Herein, ‘enabled’ data sources refer to
InterPro data sources that are considered for inclu-
sion in a GFam run by the user.

(5) If a domain to be added is contained completely
within another domain from the same data source,
it is added to the primary assignment and the process
continues with the next domain from Step 2. Note
that the opposite cannot happen, as we consider
domains in decreasing order of their sizes.
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(6) If a domain to be added overlaps partially with an
already added domain from the same data source,
the size of the overlap determines how it will be
resolved. If the overlap size is smaller than a given
threshold, the domain will be added, and the process
continues from Step 2. Otherwise, the new domain is
excluded from further consideration, and the process
continues from Step 2 until there are no more
domains left in the current stage.

We call this six-step procedure the expansion of a pri-
mary assignment. We recall that GFam works in multiple
stages: the first stage creates the primary assignment with a
limited set of trusted data sources, and the second stage
expands the primary assignment with an extended set of
data sources. Following stages may be necessary with
even more extended sets of data sources. For Arabidopsis,
we found the following strategy to be successful:

(1) Assignments from HAMAP, PatternScan,
FPrintScan (41), Seg (low-complex regions) (42)
and Coil (coiled-coil prediction) (43) were discarded
for the following reasons: (i) HAMAP may not be a
suitable resource for eukaryotic family annotation as
it is geared towards completely sequenced microbial
proteome sets and provides manually curated
microbial protein families in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
(44). For Arabidopsis, there were only 133 domains
annotated by HAMAP, and all domains had
E values larger than 0.001. (ii) PatternScan and
FPrintScan are resources for identifying motifs in a
sequence and are more limited in use for understand-
ing larger evolutionary units or domains. The match
size ranged between 3 and 103 amino acids for
PatternScan and between 4 and 30 amino acids for
FPrintScan and, hence, is too short. (iii) Seg and
Coil were ignored as these define regions of low-com-
positional complexity and coiled coils, respectively,
and are not particularly informative in the context
of defining protein families.

(2) AnE value threshold of 10�3 was applied to the remain-
ing data sources, except for SUPERFAMILY,
HMMPanther, Gene3D and HMMPIR did not need
a set threshold, as domains from these resources had
an E value less than 10�3. The threshold of 10�3 was
chosen based on the following observation. From the
InterProScan domain assignment file for The
Arabidopsis Information Resource, genome release
version 9 (TAIR9) proteins, there were 3816 domain
assignments from HMMPfam with an E value larger
than 0.1, 1625 assignments with an E value between
0.1 and 0.01 and 1650 assignments with an E value
between 0.01 and 0.001. We looked at the type of
domains that had an E value between 0.1 and 0.01 and
also domains with E value between 0.01 and 0.001. We
observed that at least 80% of these domains were some
type of repeat domains (Pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR),
Kelch, Leucine Rich Repeat (LRR), Armadillo,
Tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR), etc.) or short protein
motifs (different types of zinc fingers, EF-hand, Helix
LoopHelix (HLH), etc.). It is reasonable to believe that,

at an E value greater than 0.001, the majority of the
domains are likely to be spurious matches due to the
sequence nature (low complex and short) of these
domains. Hence, we decided to consider domains from
HMMPfam that had an E value of 0.001 or smaller.
Given this observation, we may miss a small number
of real domains if we choose 0.001 as ourE value thresh-
old. However, we point out that this threshold is not
hard wired into GFam, rather it is a parameter than
can be adjusted for each assignment source to suit the
user’s needs.

(3) We allowedGFam to perform three passes on the list of
domain assignments obtained using the steps earlier.
The first and second passes did not consider
HMMPanther and Gene3D assignments; among all
resources, HMMPanther had the smallest number
(7.5%) of signatures integrated into InterPro;
Gene3D was similar to SUPERFAMILY in the
nature of assignment they provide (HMMs based on
proteins of known structure), although the sequence
and residue coverage provided by SUPERFAMILY
(56% and 42%, respectively) were much better than
Gene3D (45% and 28%, respectively). Thus, GFam
offers the flexibility to incorporate user-specific
informed choices to chain domains. The third stage
considers all the data sources.

(4) The maximum overlap we allowed between two
domains of the same source (excluding complete in-
sertions which were always accepted) was 30 amino
acids. This was based on the distribution of domain
overlap lengths for the different resources.

The stages and the E value thresholds are configurable
in the configuration file.

Step 3—finding unassigned sequence fragments. This step
begins the exploration for novel, previously uncharac-
terized domains among the sequence fragments left un-
covered by the preliminary assignment that we calculated
in Step 2. We modified the method described by Haas et al.,
(45) to identify novel domains. This step iterates over each
sequence and extracts the fragments that are not covered
by any of the domains in the preliminary domain assign-
ment. Sequences or fragments that are too short are dis-
carded, and the remaining fragments are written in FASTA
format into an intermediary file. The sequence and
fragment length thresholds are configurable. For the
analysis of Arabidopsis sequences, the minimum fragment
length was set to 75 amino acids.

Step 4—all-against-all BLAST comparison and
filtering. This step uses the external NCBI BLAST execut-
ables (namely formatdb and blastall) to determine pairwise
similarity scores between the unassigned sequence frag-
ments. First, a database is created from all sequence frag-
ments using formatdb in a temporary folder, and then a
BLAST query is run on the database with the same set of
unassigned fragments using blastall -p blastp. Matches with
a sequence percent identity or an alignment length less than
a given threshold are thrown away, so are matches with an
E value larger than a given threshold. The user may choose
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between using un-normalized alignment lengths or
normalized alignment lengths with various normalization
methods (normalizing with the length of the smaller, the
larger, the query or the hit sequence).
For Arabidopsis protein sequences from TAIR9 and

TAIR10 genome releases, the following settings were used:

(1) Minimum sequence identity: 45%.
(2) Minimum normalized alignment length: 0.7

(normalization was done by the length of the query
sequence).

(3) Maximum E value: 10�3.

Step 5—calculation of similarity. After the Step 4, we have
essentially obtained a graph representation of similarity
relations between unassigned sequence fragments. In this
graph representation, each sequence fragment is a node,
and two fragments are connected by an edge if they passed
the BLAST filter in Step 4. GFam looks for tightly con-
nected regions in the graph to identify sequence fragments
that potentially contain the same novel domain. We
assume that if two sequences contain the same novel
domain, their neighbour sets in the similarity graph
should be very similar. To quantify the similarity
between two sequences in the similarity graph, we use
the Jaccard similarity of the neighbour sets of the se-
quences. More precisely, let i and j denote two nodes in
a graph and let �i denote the set consisting of i itself and
i’s neighbours in the graph. The similarity of i and j is then
defined as follows:

�ij ¼
�i \ �j

�i [ �j

where we note that the formula above is essentially the
Jaccard similarity of �i and �j. We calculate the similarity
of each connected pairs of nodes and keep those which
have a similarity larger than 0.66. This corresponds to
keeping pairs where approximately 2/3rd of their neigh-
bours are shared.

Step 6—identification of novel domains. Having obtained
the graph filtered by Jaccard similarity in Step 5, we detect
the connected regions of this graph by performing a simple
connected component analysis. In other words, sequence
fragments corresponding to the same connected compo-
nent of the filtered graph are assumed to belong to the
same novel domain. Note that these novel domains
should be treated with care, as some may belong to
those that were already characterized in the original
input domain assignment file but were filtered in Step 2.
Novel domains are given temporary IDs consisting of

the string NOVEL and a five-digit numerical identifier; for
instance, NOVEL00042 is the 42nd novel domain found
during this process. Components containing less than four
sequence fragments are not considered novel domains.
Again, the parameters we used for this analysis are not
hard wired and can be changed depending on users’ needs.

Step 7—consensus domain architecture. This step deter-
mines the final consensus domain architecture for each
sequence by starting from the preliminary domain

architecture obtained in Step 2 and extending it with the
novel domains found for the given sequence. The consen-
sus domain architectures are written into two files,
one containing a simpler flat-file representation of the con-
sensus architectures suitable for further processing,
whereas the other file contains a detailed domain archi-
tecture description with InterPro IDs and human-
readable descriptions for each domain in each sequence.
This latter file also lists the primary data source for
the sequence, the coverage of the sequence with and
without novel domains and also the number of the stage
in which each domain was selected into the consensus
assignment.

PSEUDO-CODE FOR GFAM ALGORITHM

Main algorithm

Input
A, the list of domain annotations for the sequence being
analysed. Each domain annotation contains the following
information:

- Index of the first residue
- Index of the last residue
- InterPro data source (e.g. HMMPfam, HMMTIGR
and SUPERFAMILY) or ‘NOVEL’ if the domain is
a putative novel domain found in the clustering step

- ID of the domain type according to the original data
source

- ID of the domain type in InterPro (optional)
- E value (optional)

S, a list of stages, each stage containing a list of data
sources allowed in that stage

E, the list of InterPro data sources excluded from
further analysis.

F, a set of E value filters for InterPro data sources.
o, the maximum allowed length of overlaps between two

domains in the consensus architecture

Output
C, a subset of A that contains the consensus architecture.

Steps

1. Let C=[] (i.e. an empty list).
2. Let A1=the annotations in A whose data source is

not in E
3. Let A2=the annotations in A1 that do not contain E

values or whose E values are lower than the thresh-
olds prescribed by F (where the threshold may be
infinite)

4. Create a hash table H which maps InterPro data
sources to the corresponding domain assignments in
A2

5. Find the data source DS that is in S[0] and whose
assignments in H cover the most residues in the
sequence.

6. For every annotation ann in H[DS], try adding ann
to C according to sub-algorithm Domain-addition
(ann, C, o).
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7. For each stage starting from S[1], do:
7/a. Let A3=the annotations in A2 whose data sources

are allowed in the stage being examined.
7/b. Sort the annotations in A3 by decreasing length.
7/c. For each annotation ann in A3, try adding it to C

according to sub-algorithm Domain-addition(ann,
C, o). Note that Domain-addition may refuse to
add ann to C.

8. Return C as the consensus domain architecture.

Domain addition

Input
ann, a domain annotation containing the same informa-
tion as outlined in the main algorithm.

C, a partial consensus domain architecture containing
zero or more annotations.

o, the maximum allowed overlap length

Output
True if the annotation can be added to C, false
otherwise. When true is returned, C is also modified in
place.

Steps

1. If ann has exactly the same starting and ending indices
as some other annotation in C, then ann is a duplicate
annotation; return false.

2. If there exists ann2 such that ann.start_index <=
ann2.start_index and ann.end_index >=
ann2.end_index, then do the following:

2/a. If ann2 is from the same InterPro data source as
ann, then this is a valid domain insertion (ann2
was inserted into ann); add ann to C and return
true.

2/b. Otherwise, return false.
3. If there exists ann2 such that ann2.start_index <=

ann.start_index and ann2.end_index >=
ann.end_index, then do the following:

3/a. If ann2 is from the same InterPro data source as
ann, then this is a valid domain insertion (ann was
inserted into ann2); add ann to C and return true.

3/b. Otherwise, return false.
4. If ann2.start <= ann.start and ann2.end <= ann.end

and ann2.end >= ann.start, then do the following:
4/a. If ann2 is from the same InterPro data source as

ann, then this is a partial overlap between two
detected domains where ann2 is to the left of ann.
If the length of the overlap is at most o, add ann to
C and return true.

4/b. Otherwise, return false.
5. If ann2.start >= ann.start and ann2.end >= ann.end

and ann2.end <= ann.start, then do the following:
5/a. If ann2 is from the same InterPro data source as

ann, then this is a partial overlap between two
detected domains where ann2 is to the right of
ann. If the length of the overlap is at most o, add
ann to C and return true.

5/b. Otherwise, return false.

6. Otherwise, there is no (partial or complete) overlap
between ann and any of the annotations already in
C, so add ann to C and return true.

RESULTS

In this work, we achieved the following goals that are prac-
tically useful for genome databases. We have developed
GFam, a tool that integrates InterPro domains from 12
protein signature annotation resources using a greedy
domain chaining algorithm followed by sequence-based
clustering of InterPro un-annotated sequence fragments
to derive a consensus domain architecture and families
using those domain architectures. We used GFam to
generate protein family assignments for several model
organism genomes. This includes the mammalian model
of Mus musculus (mouse) and non-mammalian models of
Arabidopsis thaliana (mouse-ear cress), Arabidopsis lyrata
(Lyre-leaved rock-cress), Neurospora crassa (filamentus
fungi), Dictyostelium discoideum (social amoebae),
Caenorhabditis elegans (round worm), Daphnia pulex
(water flea), Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly), Danio
rerio (Zebrafish) and Gallus gallus (chicken). GFam assign-
ments for all the above species are provided in the
Supplementary Data. We obtained consistent results
across all model genomes in terms of increased sequence
and residue coverage relative to the best single-constituent
resource within InterPro. For the purpose of this article, we
have taken The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR)
as a model organism database and the proteome of the
model organism Arabidopsis thaliana that TAIR annotates
to demonstrate the practical utility of GFam. In addition to
generating protein family assignments for Arabidopsis, we
used short descriptions for proteins from the TAIR9
genome release (46), Uniprot protein descriptions for
each protein, domain descriptions from InterPro and its
member databases and Gene Ontology (GO) molecular
function terms provided by InterPro2GO (17) annotation
to derive functional labels for families generated by GFam
for proteins in the TAIR9 release of the Arabidopsis
genome. We also established a semi-automated system to
transfer the curated functional labels generated for TAIR9
families to GFam-derived families for Arabidopsis
proteome in the TAIR10 release. The families and their
corresponding short descriptions have been incorporated
into the TAIR10 genome update. We discuss these results
in detail in the following sections.

Sequence and residue coverage for GFam

One of the most important objectives behind developing
GFam as a unified system was to provide consensus
domain architecture that maximizes annotation coverage
provided by InterPro member databases in a meaningful
way for a given sequence. This can be very useful and in-
formative as the member databases have individual
strengths and offer specific advantages in sequence annota-
tion. Although all the methods aim to annotate and classify
protein sequences, diagnostically, these resources have dif-
ferent areas of optimum application owing to the different
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underlying assumptions, data sources and analysis methods
(17). PANTHER, PIRSF, Pfam, SMART, TIGRFAMs,
Gene3D and SUPERFAMILY as a group of methods use
HMMs to identify and annotate remote homologous rela-
tionships. Pfam is a widely used, comprehensive database of
almost 12 000 conserved protein families across all
kingdoms of life (11). SMART is a database that provides
annotation of domains from signalling and extracellular
protein sequences and allows the identification and annota-
tion of genetically mobile domains and the analysis of
domain architectures in multi-cellular organisms (13).
PANTHER (Protein ANalysis THrough Evolutionary
Relationships) is a database of phylogenetic trees of
protein-coding gene families where likely functional diver-
gence events are identified and used to classify protein
families (19). SUPERFAMILY (12) and Gene3D (14) are
based on a collection of HMMs derived using protein
domains at the superfamily/H level based on the hierarchical
protein structure classification schemes SCOP (47,48) and
CATH (49), respectively. The annotation resource PIRSF
(20) uses HMMs over the full length of a protein rather than
on the component domains. By integrating these individual
resources, InterPro (17) capitalizes on their specific advan-
tages, producing a powerful integrated database along with
a search tool InterProScan (40). To assess how well GFam
captures such integrated annotations, we calculated
sequence and residue coverage for TAIR9 and TAIR10
proteins for all member resources in InterPro and from
GFam. Tables 1 and 2 describe coverage statistics for both

sequence and residue, for each of the 12 individual member
resources, all resources pooled together and for consensus
domain architecture derived using GFam for TAIR9 and
TAIR10 data sets, respectively. To understand the contribu-
tion of novel domains and also to avoid any type of bias
towards GFam, we calculate four types of sequence and
residue coverage for annotation for GFam.
(i) GFam_NoFilter: We calculated coverage provided by
GFam considering domain annotation provided by
member resources as is, without any filtering on E values
or domain lengths. In addition, we also included coverage
provided by novel domains. (ii) GFam_NoFilter_No-novel:
This is similar to (i) but we excluded the coverage provided
by novel domains. (iii) GFam_WithFilter: we calculated
coverage using filters we described previously. Specifically,
we excluded domains from HAMAP, PatternScan and
FPrintScan; we applied an E value threshold of 10�3 to
collect domains from the various data sources. (iv)
GFam_WithFilter_No-novel: this is similar to (iii) but
excluding novel domains. For calculating novel domains,
we used a minimum sequence identity of 45%, minimum
normalized alignment length of 0.7, maximum E value of
10�3 and a Jaccard coefficient of 0.66.

For TAIR9 and TAIR10 data sets, novel domains con-
tribute to �5% of the total sequence coverage and 4% of
the total residue coverage (Tables 3 and 4) provided by
GFam. The filters used in our analysis do not affect the
coverage significantly as the difference in sequence and
residue coverage between (i) and (iii) and (ii) and (iv)

Table 1. Coverage statistics for TAIR9 assignment

InterPro
data source

Total annotated
sequences (27 379)

Sequence
coverage

Residue
coverage

BlastProDom 425 0.0155 0.0031
FPrintScan 3686 0.1346 0.0285
Gene3D 12 293 0.4490 0.2799
HAMAP 133 0.0049 0.0035
HMMPIR 1228 0.0449 0.0469
HMMPANTHER 14 973 0.5469 0.4687
HMMPfam 20 859 0.7619 0.4120
HMMSMART 7809 0.2852 0.1120
HMMTIGR 3105 0.1134 0.0874
PatternScan 5221 0.1907 0.0116
ProfileScan 8798 0.3213 0.1466
SUPERFAMILY 15 399 0.5624 0.4174
All 22 591 0.8251 0.6932
GFam_NoFilter 22 826 0.8337 0.6147

GFam_NoFilter_No-novel 22 591 0.8251 0.5906

GFam_WithFilter 22 634 0.8267 0.6065

GFam_WithFilter_No-novel 22 382 0.8175 0.5809

Sequence coverage from GFam output for TAIR9 proteome was
calculated from the number of sequences having at least one domain
divided by the total number of sequences (the number in parenthesis in
the table header). Residue coverage was calculated from the number of
residues covered by at least one domain divided by the total number of
residues in all the sequences. GFam_NoFilter describes coverage
provided by GFam considering domain annotation provided by
member resources as is. In addition, we also included coverage
provided by novel domains. GFam_NoFilter_No-novel is similar to
GFam_NoFilter after excluding coverage from novel domains.
GFam_WithFilter describes coverage calculated after using filters
(described in the text). GFam_WithFilter_No-novel is similar to
GFam_WithFilter after excluding coverage from novel domains.

Table 2. Coverage statistics for TAIR10 assignment

InterPro
data source

Total annotated
sequences (27 416)

Sequence
coverage

Residue
coverage

BlastProDom 425 0.0155 0.0031
FPrintScan 3687 0.1345 0.0283
Gene3D 12 308 0.4489 0.2796
HAMAP 145 0.0053 0.0039
HMMPIR 1238 0.0452 0.0472
HMMPanther 14 998 0.5471 0.4684
HMMPfam 20 889 0.7619 0.4113
HMMSMART 7828 0.2855 0.1123
HMMTIGR 3102 0.1131 0.0871
PatternScan 5216 0.1903 0.0115
ProfileScan 8821 0.3217 0.1464
SUPERFAMILY 15 420 0.5624 0.4170
All 22 622 0.8251 0.6924
GFam_NoFilter 22 866 0.8340 0.6142

GFam_NoFilter_No-novel 22 622 0.8251 0.5898

GFam_WithFilter 22 680 0.8273 0.6057

GFam_WithFilter_No-novel 22 419 0.8177 0.5798

Sequence coverage from GFam output for TAIR10 proteome was
calculated from the number of sequences having at least one domain
divided by the total number of sequences (the number in parenthesis in
the table header). Residue coverage was calculated from the number of
residues covered by at least one domain divided by the total number of
residues in all the sequences. GFam_NoFilter describes coverage
provided by GFam considering domain annotation provided by
member resources as is. In addition, we also included coverage
provided by novel domains. GFam_NoFilter_No-novel is similar to
GFam_NoFilter after excluding coverage from novel domains.
GFam_WithFilter describes coverage calculated after using filters
(described in the text). GFam_WithFilter_No-novel is similar to
GFam_WithFilter after excluding coverage from novel domains.
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contribute �1%. Although the choice of filters used in our
work do not affect the final coverage much, they can con-
tribute to providing a clean set of families by avoiding false
positive domain annotation. To assess the coverage
provided by GFam with respect to the member resources
individually, we describe the coverage given by
GFam_NoFilter. As Tables 1 and 2 reveal, the sequence
coverage provided by GFam is 7.2% more than the next
best coverage (provided by Pfam), whereas the residue
coverage provided by GFam is 14.6% more than the next
best coverage (provided by HMMPANTHER) within
InterPro data sources. If we exclude the contribution of
novel domains, the sequence coverage provided by GFam

is 6.3% more than the best single-constituent domain an-
notation resource within InterPro (Pfam), whereas the
residue coverage is 12.2% higher compared with the best
single-constituent resource (HMMPANTHER).
Although gaining 7.2 and 6 percentage points (from

GFam_NoFilter and GFam_NoFilter_No-novel, respect-
ively) in sequence coverage can be useful for functional
annotation, we believe that the true power of GFam lies
in maximizing the annotation provided by the different
resources when the resources cover different regions of a
sequence. This is evident, as, even if we ignore the contri-
bution of novel domains, the residue coverage that GFam
provides is at least 12.2 percentage points higher than the
best single-constituent database within InterPro. Tables 3
and 4 provide the individual contribution of each of the 12
member resources towards total residue coverage for
TAIR9 and TAIR10 GFam assignments, respectively.
SUPERFAMILY has by far the biggest contribution to
total residue coverage (52%) followed by Pfam (21%); this
observation remains consistent for TAIR9 and TAIR10
GFam assignment. Tables 3 and 4 also reveal that 21%
(TAIR9) and 16% (TAIR10) of the total InterPro
domains assigned to the proteome become part of the
final domain architecture. Table 5 provides a summary
of GFam sequence and residue coverage values for
several model genomes. On average, GFam provides
8.4% increase in sequence coverage and 7.4% increase
in residue coverage compared with the best single-con-
stituent domain annotation resource within InterPro.
Details of annotation including domain architectures,
various coverages and contribution of individual resources
can be obtained from Supplementary Data provided at the
website mentioned under the section ‘Availability and
Requirements’.
Although GFam can (by design) capture 100%

sequence coverage provided by all 12 InterPro data
resources, obtaining 100% residue coverage in a
non-redundant manner is still a challenge. The choice of
parameters for chaining domains during the primary and
expansion phases of the algorithm can have varied effects
on the final residue coverage. Also, domain boundaries
predicted by HMM-based models can have large
overlaps (>30 amino acids), and although GFam allows
setting overlap threshold, it is possible that we may miss
coverage on complicated cases of domain fusions. We
hope to document these cases systematically and look
into incorporating these aspects in future.
The increased sequence and residue coverage that we

obtain after final GFam assignment is purely a result of
integrating InterPro annotation without compromising
the accuracy of annotation. The sensitivity and accuracy
for GFam annotation that involves any InterPro domain
(other than a novel domain as defined by GFam) is
determined by the InterPro data source that provided the
domain annotation in the first place. GFam uses InterPro
annotation ‘as is’ although the choice of data source to
consider and E value threshold is configurable. As we
explain in the section ‘Implementation of GFam: steps of
the GFam pipeline’, using stringent filters on InterPro an-
notation did not affect sequence coverage when compared
with using InterPro domain annotation ‘as is’ for final

Table 3. Contribution of individual resources to GFam residue

coverage for TAIR9 proteome

InterPro
data source

Total domains
from Inter
ProScan
output

Total
domains
after
GFam

Total
residues
from domains
after GFam

Residue
coverage

BlastProDom 434 139 13 448 0.0019
FPrintScan 19 462 483 8702 0.0013
Gene3D 17 619 26 2414 0.0003
HAMAP 133 55 14 600 0.0021
HMMPIR 1228 1163 498 641 0.0718
HMMPANTHER 25 216 467 109 131 0.0157
HMMPfam 36 617 8939 1 466 666 0.2113
HMMSMART 15 630 1965 163 298 0.0235
HMMTIGR 7430 1625 459 902 0.0663
PatternScan 7323 56 870 0.0001
ProfileScan 19 072 4576 328 557 0.0473
SUPERFAMILY 22 405 16 382 3 607 647 0.5197
Novel NA 1530 267 824 0.0386
Total 172 569 37 406 6 941 700

The number of domains from InterProScan output for each of the 12
resources, the number of domains that were incorporated into the final
GFam assignment and their residue coverage.

Table 4. Contribution of individual resources to GFam residue

coverage for TAIR10 proteome

InterPro
data source

Total
domains from
InterPro
Scan output

Total
domains
after GFam

Total
residues
from domains
after GFam

Residue
coverage

BlastProDom 519 139 13 468 0.0019
FPrintScan 24 917 475 8585 0.0012
Gene3D 23 290 26 2414 0.0003
HAMAP 191 59 16 304 0.0023
HMMPIR 1700 1172 503 950 0.0726
HMMPANTHER 33 878 472 109 076 0.0157
HMMPfam 46 991 8933 1 467 716 0.2114
HMMSMART 20 682 1962 164 732 0.0237
HMMTIGR 8660 1610 459 488 0.0662
PatternScan 9662 56 867 0.0001
ProfileScan 24 147 4630 328 655 0.0473
SUPERFAMILY 29 568 16 394 3 610 190 0.5201
Novel NA 1546 270 894 0.0390
Total 224 205 37 474 6 956 339

The number of domains from InterProScan output for each of the 12
resources, the number of domains that were incorporated into the final
GFam assignment and their residue coverage.
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GFam assignment. There are several examples (full details
can be obtained from the Supplementary Data Files) to
demonstrate that the increase in sequence and residue
coverage provided by GFam relative to the best single-con-
stituent database within InterPro is after integration of the
various data sources.
During Step 2, where the preliminary domain architec-

ture for each sequence is determined, the first pass of
GFam pipeline (InterPro data parsing) selects one single
data source that gives the highest residue coverage for
the sequence on its own. This step alone ensures that the
overall residue coverage has to be better than the coverage
relative to the best single-constituent InterPro data source.
For the TAIR9 proteome final GFam assignment,

21 086 sequences use one data source, 1255 sequences
use two data sources and 41 sequences use three data
sources. For the TAIR10 proteome final GFam assign-
ment, 21 128 sequences use one data source, 1249
sequences use two data sources and 42 sequences use
three data sources. We excluded the contribution of
novel domains for these calculations. Thus, for the 1296
sequences in TAIR9 proteome and 1291 sequences in
TAIR10 proteome, GFam integrates and captures anno-
tation provided by two or three resources that result in an
increased residue coverage that would otherwise be missed
if only the best single-constituent database within InterPro
was used. For instance, the data sources HMMPfam and
SUPERFAMILY provide non-overlapping domain anno-
tation for the sequences AT4G14230.1 and AT2G02650.1.
In addition, there are 3212 sequences in the TAIR9

proteome InterPro assignments and 3999 sequences in the
TAIR10 proteome InterPro assignments that are
annotated by only 1 of the 12 InterPro data sources. For
the Arabidopsis protein sequence AT5G53760.1, HMMP
fam is the only method that provides any domain annota-
tion (total length, 573; annotated residues, 14–478; E value,
1.8e-165; label, Mlo-related protein). Similarly, for the
sequence AT5G45030.1, SUPERFAMILY is the only
method that provides any domain annotation (total
length, 607; annotated residues, 206–424; E value, 3.2e-8;
label, serine/cysteine peptidase).
The sensitivity and accuracy of annotation is intrinsic to

the InterPro member resources and the curation efforts of
the InterPro Consortium and not imposed byGFam. Thus,

these coverages are additive in nature and GFam tries to
maximize the coverage by considering non-overlapping
InterPro annotation for a given sequence.

Curating functional labels for Arabidopsis protein families

TAIR assumed primary responsibility for annotating the
genome of Arabidopsis following the complete
re-annotation of the genome by The Institute for
Genome Research (TIGR) in 2005. TAIR has, since
then, produced major updates to the structural and func-
tional content of the genome through its annual genome
releases. Today, the number and quality of gene models
have significantly improved providing plant biologists
with a mature set of protein products for Arabidopsis.
However, there remains a need for curated short descrip-
tions for the majority of Arabidopsis gene products that
lack direct experimental data or function. On the other
hand, curation efforts by Uniprot and the growth and
development of InterPro as a meta-resource for protein
domain/family annotation along with its member data-
bases offered us an opportunity to generate a curated set
of functional labels for Arabidopsis protein families.

We obtained InterPro (release 25.0) domain assign-
ments using InterProScan for 27 379 protein sequences
(from representative gene models) in the TAIR9 genome
release and subsequently ran GFam on the InterProScan
output using the parameters described earlier. For TAIR9
proteome, there are 20 156 sequences that comprise 2558
GFam families with two or more members, 2478 single-
tons and 4745 unassigned sequences (i.e. sequences with
neither InterPro nor novel domains assigned). We used the
curated InterPro2GO terms along with domain descrip-
tions from InterPro member databases (primarily Pfam
and SUPERFAMILY), computational descriptions for
proteins in TAIR9 release and descriptions from
Uniprot to curate GFam-derived families with two or
more members for proteins in the TAIR9 release. We
followed a set of simple guidelines to assign functional
labels to these 2558 TAIR9 protein families.

(1) We created functional labels to read as general as
possible and aimed at the superfamily level, the
highest level of evolutionary relatedness. For
example, there were 127 members of the family that

Table 5. GFam sequence and residue coverage for model genomes

Species Sequence coverage Residue coverage

A B C A B C

Mus musculus 0.6790 0.6367 0.5915 (HMMPanther) 0.6497 0.6233 0.5861 (HMMPanther)
Danio rerio 0.8904 0.8767 0.8440 (HMMPanther) 0.8229 0.8053 0.7672 (HMMPanther)
Neurospora crassa 0.6979 0.6975 0.6310 (HMMPfam) 0.5977 0.5974 0.5023 (HMMPanther)
Caenorhabditis elegans 0.6831 0.6742 0.5884 (HMMPfam) 0.6638 0.6574 0.6050 (HMMPanther)
Drosophila melanogaster 0.7235 0.6955 0.6437 (HMMPanther) 0.6739 0.6193 0.5851 (HMMPanther)
Dictyostelium discoideum 0.7020 0.6698 0.5400 (HMMPfam) 0.6673 0.6370 0.5674 (HMMPanther)
Gallus gallus 0.7737 0.7596 0.7276 (HMMPanther) 0.8089 0.8012 0.7687 (HMMPanther)
Daphnia pulex 0.5109 0.5109 0.4230 (HMMPfam) 0.5041 0.4873 0.4165 (HMMPanther)

Sequence and residue coverage for several model genomes using GFam and the best single-constituent InterPro resource. A, GFam_NoFilter; B,
GFam_NoFilter_No-novel and C, best single-constituent resource within InterPro.
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contained InterPro domain IPR016177 as the only
identified protein domain with protein descriptions
that were as varied and diverse as ethylene-responsive
element/factor, AP2-domain containing protein,
methyl-CpG-binding domain-containing protein and
Drought Responsive Element (DRE)-binding tran-
scription factor. This family was named as
integrase-type deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)-binding
superfamily. There were 122 members annotated to
SUPERFAMILY domain identifier SSF53335 with
�20 different keywords or short descriptions (embryo
abundant protein related, NOL1/NOP2/sun family
protein, methyltranferase related, S locus-linked
protein, spermidine synthase 2, protein arginine
N-methyltransferase, etc.); all these proteins were
given the label S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent
methyltransferases superfamily, same as the
SUPERFAMILY model they mapped to.

(2) When possible, labels were chosen to provide an idea of
the molecular function of the component domains. For
instance, there were 103 members with the InterPro
domain IPR003441 that were previously named as
the NAC family for No Apical Meristem (NAC).
Although the short description is not suggestive of
the actual function of the protein, InterPro annotation
suggests that these proteins are plant-specific transcrip-
tional regulators. NAC proteins are involved in
developmental processes, including the formation
of the shoot apical meristem, floral organs and lat-
eral shoots, and in plant hormonal control and
defence (50,51). Hence, we labelled these members
as NAC (No Apical Meristem) domain transcrip-
tional regulator superfamily. The 27 members that
were previously named as belonging to Universal
stress protein family were named as adenine nucleotide
alpha hydrolases-like superfamily protein based on
matches to SUPERFAMILY model of the same
description.

(3) Although an existing label conveyed the molecular
function, we improved term description by adding
specific terms. For instance, the 26 members that were
identified as simply proteasome subunit protein were
labelled as N-terminal nucleophile aminohydrolases
(Ntn hydrolases) superfamily protein based on
matches to SUPERFAMILY domain of the same de-
scription. Similarly, the 17 members of strictosidine
synthase family were renamed as calcium-dependent
phosphotriesterase superfamily.

(4) Incorporation of keywords from multiple resources has
an advantage in cases when databases such as Pfam
cannot provide a meaningful short description. For
example, there are 21 members that belong to the
Pfam family DUF573, a family of uncharacterized
proteins. However, looking at the existing descriptions
from TAIR9, we noticed that 9 of the 21 members were
named as DNA-binding storekeeper protein-related
transcriptional regulators. This name was adopted for
the family, thus providing a meaningful label for the 21
members.

(5) Descriptions based on mutants were replaced with
more meaningful names. For example, 18 members

belonging to senescence-associated family proteins
were renamed as Tetraspanin family proteins based
on the InterPro domain description for IPR018499.
Although the new label falls short of providing clues
as to the molecular function of the family, we think
that biologists can relate to the Pfam family descrip-
tion (as Pfam is a widely cited resource) based on
which we adopted the label. Similarly, there were
27 members labelled previously as scarecrow tran-
scription factor family. We labelled this family as
GRAS (products of GAI, RGA, SCR) family tran-
scription factor based on the short description from
Pfam for the corresponding domain.

Portability of family annotation across genome releases

In this section, we describe the procedure we implemented
to generate a new set of protein families for TAIR10
proteins and transfer functional labels generated for
TAIR9 families to TAIR10 proteome and families.
GFam generates domain-based family assignments and
provides domain information from the respective
InterPro data source (Pfam, SUPERFAMILY,
HMMPANTHER, etc.). A database resource will fre-
quently want to associate more descriptive labels to the
families. The TAIR curated labels described earlier repre-
sent a good starting point for many database projects;
however, we recognize that these labels will require refine-
ment over time as new (or organism specific) information
becomes available. Given that there are periodic updates
to the InterPro database and also the gene models in
genome databases, one of the important tasks in
reconciling families across two releases is to identify
gene models that have been updated and new domain
architectures not associated with a curated label. GFam
currently does not have an inbuilt mechanism to maintain
stable identifiers for novel domains across two sets of
family assignments. As such, we propose the following
workflow to identify updates to curated labels and
applied this process when generating the TAIR10
genome release (Figure 2).

(1) Run GFam on the set of protein sequences to
generate domain-based family assignments.

(2) Run classification/labelling script. This step associ-
ates a curated label (from supplied file) to every
gene and outputs three files with each gene classified
into one of eight categories based on presence of
known/novel domains, curated label and updated
domain architecture.

(3) Manual review of selected categories to verify the
current label is appropriate for the updated architec-
ture or to add a new label for novel genes. The
curated labels file used in step 2 is updated.

(4) Re-run classification/labelling script using updated
labels file to generate final set of gene descriptions.

In this section, we describe the implementation of this
procedure to transfer functional labels generated for
TAIR9 families to TAIR10 proteins.
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Step 1
We used GFam to build families for 27 416 proteins in the
TAIR10 genome release. We obtained 5098 distinct
domain architectures (i.e. families), of which 3136 archi-
tectures have a curated functional label.

Step 2
We wrote a classification/label association script to assign
a curated label to the TAIR10 families by transferring the
functional labels we generated for TAIR9 based on shared
domain architecture. The script takes two files, the GFam
output of genes/domain architectures and a file of curated
domain architectures with associated labels. In the context
of a genome database, the latter would be the set of
curated or existing functional labels from a previous
release. In our case, this was the set of labels generated
for TAIR9 proteins.
The classification/labelling script generates three files

with each gene classified into one of eight categories:

1. Genes with no known domains/architectures.

Category 1. NO_DOMAINS—genes for which no
domains were identified by InterProScan or GFam’s
novel domain assignment procedure.

2. Genes with domain architecture and a curated func-
tional label.

Category 2. NOVEL_WITH_LABEL—genes contain-
ing a novel domain with an associated label.
Category 3. KNOWN_WITH_LABEL—genes contain-

ing known domains only, which also have associated labels.

3. Genes with domain architecture but no curated func-
tional label.

Category 4. NOVEL_NON-CURATED-LABEL—
genes containing a novel domain with no associated label.

Category 5. NOVEL_UPDATED_ARCHITECTURE
—gene containing a novel domain with an updated
architecture.

Category 6. NOVEL_NEW_LOCUS—new genes
(novel identifiers) that contains a novel domain.

Category 7. KNOWN_NON-CURATED-LABEL—
genes containing known domains only with no curated
label.

Category 8. KNOWN_UPDATED_ARCHITEC
TURE—gene containing known domains only with an
updated architecture.

The classification distinguishes those genes with novel
domains (based on all-against-all BLAST followed by clus-
tering) from known domains (based on chaining InterPro
domains). To accomplish this task, we verified whether a
gene had (i) updated domain architecture, (ii) novel
domain(s) and (iii) a curated label. Additionally, when
checking for updated domain architecture, we have to dis-
tinguish between genes containing only known domains
and those that contain a mix of known and novel (or only
novel) domains. For genes with known domain architec-
tures, labels are associated to the new genes based solely
on identical domain architecture. As GFam generates a
new set of identifiers for novel domains in each run, in
these cases we cannot map to curated labels based solely
on domain architecture. We, therefore, mapped between
the genes in the GFam TAIR10 family assignment and
the curated labels from the TAIR9 family assignment
based on gene identifier and then secondly confirm
whether the domain architecture is unchanged. For
example, the GFam output may give domain architecture,
for instance, IPR022364-IPR017451-NOVEL4 for the gene
AT1GXXXXX. Using the gene identifier, we extracted the
domain architecture from the set of TAIR9 curated labels,
and if this was also IPR022364-IPR017451-NOVEL9, we
would deem the architecture to be unchanged (this assumes
the novel domain is the same) and associate the label.

Figure 2. Schematic of the work flow adopted to transfer curated labels from TAIR9 GFam families to TAIR10 GFam families.
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Step 3: review
We then reviewed Categories 5, 6 and 8 to either verify
that the current label is appropriate for the updated archi-
tecture or to add a new label for the novel genes. After
review, the curated labels file was updated, and the asso-
ciation script run again (the above three categories should,
therefore, not be found in the second run). The
NOVEL_NON-CURATED-LABEL (Category 4) and
KNOWN_NON-CURATED-LABEL (Category 7) sets
represent cases where domain information is present, but
a label has not been curated.

Step 4: re-run classification/label association script
This step produces the final set of families with assigned
labels. From the total of 27 416 protein-coding genes,
19 367 gene models/loci were assigned a label (Category 3,
KNOWN_WITH_LABEL) and 1341 genes contain a novel
domain identified by GFam (Category 2, NOVEL_WITH_
LABEL). This process leaves 1936 genes with domain archi-
tectures that lack a curated label and 4767 genes that had no
domains identified.

In the review step 3,we examined the following categories.
Of the 825 genes in Category 8 (KNOWN_UPDATED_
ARCHITECTURE), 690 had an existing curated label
and 135 had no curated label; we also reviewed 136 genes
in Category 5 (NOVEL_UPDATED_ARCHITECTURE)
and 11 genes in Category 6 (NOVEL_NEW_LOCUS). It
needs to be mentioned that the last category mentioned
earlier is not the number of new genes in TAIR10 as many
would have known domain structures.

A total of 972 genes were examined to see whether the
family label required updating. This set, therefore, repre-
sents the number of genes with updated/novel domain
architectures between TAIR9 and TAIR10.

Hardware requirements

In this section, we describe the nature of hardware we
used for all our calculations and provide an idea of
computational timescale for the various steps involved in
using GFam. To obtain InterPro domain assignments,
InterProScan was run on Sun V20z servers with 24
machines, each with two AMD64 processors. Each
machine had its own instance of InterProScan installed
on it with complete databases. The runs were parallelized
over query, i.e. each of the 24 machines got its own subset
of sequences to process (in reality, these subsets were
created dynamically to ensure proper load balancing
using a special dispatcher program that does this). Using
this type of parallelization, in an ideal case, the calculation
of timing scales linearly with the number of query se-
quences. For 27 379 sequences in TAIR9 genome release,
we used 24 machines for 12 h; the average time per
sequence was 37s. Please note that, for TAIR10 release,
the number of protein sequences (35 381) used for the
InterProScan run is more than what we describe in the
article (27 416) as the former includes all protein-coding
gene models (i.e. inclusive of splice variants at the time the
calculations were done). In this work, we describe calcu-
lations for only the representative protein-coding gene
models in both TAIR9 and TAIR10 genome releases.

For each protein-coding gene loci, TAIR defines a repre-
sentative gene model as the gene model with the longest
coding sequence (with very few exceptions).
GFamwas run on anAMDPhenom IIX4 955 processor,

3.2GHz, four Central Processing Unit (CPU) cores with
12 GB of memory although one core runs only at
800MHz. The all-against-all BLAST part of the GFam
pipeline has an option to include the number of CPU
cores users want to deploy for processing although the
other steps never use more than one core because
(i) Python itself is single threaded due to the global inter-
preter lock and (ii) the time requirements of other steps is
insignificant compared with the InterProScan run and
all-against-all BLAST steps.
For the 27 379 sequences in TAIR9 proteome, filtering

InterProScan input and computing preliminary domain
architecture took 9 s, finding unassigned regions took 3 s,
slicing unassigned regions into a separate FASTA file took
35 s, all-against-all BLAST took 49min and 25 s, con-
nected component analysis took 1 s and the final domain
architecture calculation took 13 s. The processing time was
almost identical for the 27 416 sequences in TAIR10
proteome.
The GFam part of the computation is mostly IO (Input/

Output) bound, and the Random Access Memory (RAM)
and CPU requirements are pretty low. The two CPU-in-
tensive aspects are external to GFam, namely obtaining
InterProScan output for the sequences of interest and
running all-against-all BLAST for InterPro un-annotated
sequence fragments. Thus, as for hardware requirements,
any standard desktop computer with 1-GB RAM and a 2-
GHz single-core processor is more than enough to run
GFam and will be sufficient to obtain assignment for
any one genome at a given time.

DISCUSSION

In summary, we have demonstrated through this work
that genome initiatives, both nascent and mature, can
adopt GFam to identify domain-based families, create
functional labels for families and transfer such annotation
seamlessly across genome updates. We have demonstrated
that GFam has the potential to serve as a one-stop source
for domain-based family assignment for new genome ini-
tiatives and model organism resources.
Our hybrid approach increases the sequence coverage by

7.2 percentage points and residue coverage by 14.6 percent-
age points higher than the coverage provided by the best
single-constituent database within InterPro. A linear list of
functional assignments through protein domains, regions,
signatures and sites provided by 12 independent resources,
perhaps, will be useful in the context of a sequence search to
understand the putative molecular and biochemical
function of a protein. However, it is not helpful if one is
interested in the larger organization and arrangement of
evolutionarily conserved domains. This will be particularly
useful in the context of a collection of sequences derived
through a genome sequencing project or a transcriptome
project. The objective of providing a consensus architecture
is to reduce such a diverse collection (although by and large
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integrated by InterPro) of functional assignments into a
single assignment that captures as much as annotation
and also provide a complete functional picture of the
protein sequence. The added value of this exercise is a
natural grouping of proteins that share a common
domain arrangement that can then be used for comparative
genomics studies. The addition of novel domains as
through our clustering step adds further value, by improv-
ing sequence and residue coverage, to this rich functional
data provided by InterPro. The novel domains as defined
by GFam are putative functional sites that are shared by a
set of proteins. In some cases, it is possible that these are
extensions of an existing domain. In such cases, we think
that these GFam novel domains will help refine domain
boundaries for curated domains.
Although GFam as a method can be considered stable

and mature, it also offers scope for adding practical
functionalities for genome databases. It would be useful
to incorporate an internal functionality as part of GFam
to compare and contrast two slightly different annotations;
for instance, family annotations between two genome
releases. Such functionality would also be useful in the
situation of comparing very highly similar genomes
(strains, sub-species, etc.). Creating sequence profiles of
novel domains and using such profiles through HMM
methods such as HMMER3 to search for close and
remote homologous members is another way to provide
consistent annotation of such novel domains. Given the
wide variety and sources of annotation of a protein’s
molecular function, sub-cellular location and biological
role, it is also desirable to integrate such annotations and
provide a meaningful label automatically. This would sub-
stantially reduce the amount of time required for manual
curation of functional labels. Such automatically generated
labels would also be easily tractable across different releases
or sets of families generated at different time points.

AVAILABILITY AND REQUIREMENTS

The source code for GFam, the association script, the
protein sequences, raw InterPro output, families and func-
tional labels for TAIR9 and TAIR10 proteins can be
downloaded from http://www.paccanarolab.org/
software/gfam/.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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